### This Week in Science

#### Editorial
- Korean Research and Development

#### Letters

#### News & Comment
- Budget Crunch Stalls Super Collider
- Mars Mania and NASA
- Biomedical Briefing: Institutes Proposed for Deafness, Rehabilitation ■ It Matters How You Slice the Pie ■ Hammer Seeks $1 Billion to Cure Cancer ■ Kennedy Suggests NIH Foundation
- New Spy Satellites Urged for Verification
- EPA Bars Use of Nazi Data
- Hopes Recede for Early Ban on Chemical Arms ■ A French "Joker in the Pack"
- Briefing: Du Pont Backs Phaseout of CFCs ■ Wilson to Leave Cornell ■ Ecstasy Returns to Schedule I ■ Italy Back in Space

#### Research News
- Superconductors' Material Problems
- Diet and Health in China

#### Articles
- Molecular/Organic Ferromagnets: J. S. Miller, A. J. Epstein, W. M. Reiff
- Computers in Molecular Biology: Current Applications and Emerging Trends: C. Delisi

#### Research Articles

---
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Reports

60 Short-Lived s-Process Gamma-Ray Lines in Type II Supernovae: M. J. Harris
62 Molecular-Level Control over Surface Order in Self-Assembled Monolayer Films of Thiols on Gold: C. D. Bain and G. M. Whitesides
64 HIV-1 Reverse Transcriptase Is a Target for Cytotoxic T Lymphocytes in Infected Individuals: B. D. Walker, C. Flexner, T. J. Paradis, T. C. Fuller, M. S. Hirsch, R. T. Schooley, B. Moss
68 A Mutation in the Catalytic Subunit of cAMP-Dependent Protein Kinase That Disrupts Regulation: L. R. Levin, J. Kuret, K. E. Johnson, S. Powers, S. Cameron, T. Michael, M. Wigler, M. J. Zoller
70 Tat Protein from Human Immunodeficiency Virus Forms a Metal-Linked Dimer: A. D. Frankel, D. S. Bredt, C. O. Pabo
74 Molecular Basis for the Influence of Muscle Length on Myocardial Performance: A. Barb, E. Sonnenblick, J. Gulati
76 Cone Cell-Specific Genes Expressed in Retinoblastoma: E. Bogenmann, M. A. Lochrie, M. I. Simon

AAAS News


Book Reviews

86 Method and Theory for Activity Area Research, reviewed by C. Kramer ▪ The Archaeology of Western Iran, H. J. Nissen ▪ The African Frontier, E. Colson ▪ Books Received

Products & Materials

93 Plotting and Analysis Software ▪ Cryogenic Refrigerators ▪ Data Acquisition and Control System ▪ Apparatus to Recover Samples ▪ Universal File Translator ▪ Nucleic Acid Preparation ▪ Assay Calculation Software ▪ Ultraviolet Detector ▪ Literature